
Room & Bed configuration
TANZANIA

Hamerkop House by Lemala - 3 ensuite rooms.  Each room can be set up as twins or doubles.  2 rooms can accommodate 1 extra 
bed suitable for a child upto 12 years in each roon.  Maximum occupancy is 6 adults and 2 children or any combination thereof

Lemala Mpingo Ridge - 1 x 2 BR suite + 3 Family Suites + 10 Standard Suites total 15 rooms.  1 x 2 BR Suite can be set up as 2 
doubles or 2 twins or 1 double and 1 twin.  Each bedroom can accommodate 1 extra bed suitable for an adult/child.  There is also 
the option to add a safari bed suitable for a child upto 12 years should one room require 4 guests.  Maximum occupancy is 4 Adults 
and 2 Children or any combination thereof.   3 x Family Suites. These rooms are identical to the standard suites but have the ability 
to accommodate more than 2 guests.  The bedrooms can be set up as twins, doubles, triples or a triple with an additional bed 
called a safari style bed suitable for a child of upto 12 years.  Maximum occupancy is 3 Adults and 1 child or any combination 
thereof.  10 x Standard Suites.  These rooms can be set up as singles or doubles and can accommodate a maximum of 2 guests

Lemala Nanyukie - 1 x 2 BR suite + 3 Family Suites + 10 Standard Suites total 15 rooms. 1 x 2 BR Suite can be set up as 2 doubles or 
2 twins or 1 double and 1 twin.  Each bedroom can accommodate 1 extra bed suitable for an adult/child.  There is also the option 
to add a safari bed suitable for a child upto 12 years should one room require 4 guests.  Maximum occupancy is 4 Adults and 2 
Children or any combination thereof. 3 x Family Suites. These rooms are identical to the standard suites but have the ability to 
accommodate more than 2 guests.  The bedrooms can be set up as twins, doubles, triples or a triple with an additional bed called a 
safari style bed suitable for a child of upto 12 years.  Maximum occupancy is 3 Adults and 1 child or any combination thereof.  10 x 
Standard Suites.  These rooms can be set up as singles or doubles and can accommodate a maximum of 2 guests

Lemala Kuria Hills - 5 Family Suites + 10 Standard Suites total 15 rooms.  5 x Family Suites.  These rooms are identical to the 
standard suites but have the ability to accommodate more than 2 guests.  The bedrooms can be set up as twins, doubles, triples or 
a triple with an additional bed called a safari style bed suitable for a child of upto 12 years.  Maximum occupancy is 3 Adults and 1 
child or any combination thereof.  10 x Standard Suites.  These rooms can be set up as singles or doubles and can accommodate a 
maximum of 2 guests



Lemala Ngorongoro - 1 x 2 BR tent + 3 Family tents + 5 Standard tents total 10 rooms.  1 x 2 BR tent can be set up as 2 doubles or 2 
twins or 1 double and 1 twin.  Each bedroom can accommodate 1 extra bed suitable for an adult/child.  There is also the option to 
add a safari bed suitable for a child upto 12 years should one room require 4 guests.  Maximum occupancy is 4 Adults and 2 
Children or any combination thereof. 3 x Family tents. These rooms are identical to the standard tents but have the ability to 
accommodate more than 2 guests.  The bedrooms can be set up as twins, doubles, triples or a triple with an additional bed called a 
safari style bed suitable for a child of upto 12 years.  Maximum occupancy is 3 Adults and 1 child or any combination thereof.  5 x 
Standard tents.  These rooms can be set up as singles or doubles and can accommodate a maximum of 2 guests

Lemala Ndutu - 2 x 2 BR tent 3 Family tents + 5 Standard tents total 12 rooms.  2 BR tent can be set up as 2 doubles or 2 twins or 1 
double and 1 twin.  Each bedroom can accommodate 1 extra bed suitable for an adult/child.  There is also the option to add a 
safari bed suitable for a child upto 12 years should one room require 4 guests.  Maximum occupancy is 4 Adults and 2 Children or 
any combination thereof. 3 x Family tents. These rooms are identical to the standard tents but have the ability to accommodate 
more than 2 guests.  The bedrooms can be set up as twins, doubles, triples or a triple with an additional bed called a safari style 
bed suitable for a child of upto 12 years.  Maximum occupancy is 3 Adults and 1 child or any combination thereof.  5 x Standard 
tents.  These rooms can be set up as singles or doubles and can accommodate a maximum of 2 guests
Lemala Ewanjan - 1 x 2 BR tent 3 Family tents + 5 Standard tents total 12 rooms.  2 BR tent can be set up as 2 doubles or 2 twins or 
1 double and 1 twin.  Each bedroom can accommodate 1 extra bed suitable for an adult/child.  There is also the option to add a 
safari bed suitable for a child upto 12 years should one room require 4 guests.  Maximum occupancy is 4 Adults and 2 Children or 
any combination thereof. 3 x Family tents. These rooms are identical to the standard tents but have the ability to accommodate 
more than 2 guests.  The bedrooms can be set up as twins, doubles, triples or a triple with an additional bed called a safari style 
bed suitable for a child of upto 12 years.  Maximum occupancy is 3 Adults and 1 child or any combination thereof.  5 x Standard 
tents.  These rooms can be set up as singles or doubles and can accommodate a maximum of 2 guests
Lemala Mara - 2 x 2 BR tent 3 Family tents + 7 Standard tents total 14 rooms.  2 BR tent can be set up as 2 doubles or 2 twins or 1 
double and 1 twin.  Each bedroom can accommodate 1 extra bed suitable for an adult/child.  There is also the option to add a 
safari bed suitable for a child upto 12 years should one room require 4 guests.  Maximum occupancy is 4 Adults and 2 Children or 
any combination thereof. 3 x Family tents. These rooms are identical to the standard tents but have the ability to accommodate 
more than 2 guests.  The bedrooms can be set up as twins, doubles, triples or a triple with an additional bed called a safari style 
bed suitable for a child of upto 12 years.  Maximum occupancy is 3 Adults and 1 child or any combination thereof.  7 x Standard 
tents.  These rooms can be set up as singles or doubles and can accommodate a maximum of 2 guests



UGANDA
Lemala Wildwaters Lodge - 1 x Private Pool Suite + 1 x 2 BR River suite + 3 Family River Suites + 5 Standard River Suites total 10 
rooms.   1 x Private Pool suite can be set up as 1 king or 1 twin so maximum occupancy is 2.  1 x 2 BR Suite can be set up as 2 
doubles or 2 twins or 1 double and 1 twin.  Each bedroom can accommodate 1 extra bed suitable for an adult/child.  Maximum 
occupancy is 4 Adults and 2 Children or any combination thereof. 3 x Family Suites. These rooms are identical to the standard suites 
but have the ability to accommodate more than 2 guests.  The bedrooms can be set up as twins, doubles or triples or a triples.  
Maximum occupancy is 3 Adults or 2 Adults and 1 child or any combination thereof.  5 x Standard Suites.  These rooms can be set 
up as singles or doubles and can accommodate a maximum of 2 guests
Kalagala Falls River Club - 10 River view rooms + 6 garden view rooms.  10 River view rooms can be twins or doubles with a 
maximum occupancy of 2.  A child 0 - 2 yrs can also be accommodate at no extra charge.  6 garden view rooms - 6 of them may 
accommodate 2 adults and 1 child or thr 6 rooms can also be classed as interconnecting making them 3 x 2 bedroomed with a 
maximum occupancy of 4 adults and 1 child in each 2 BR unit.
Kalagala Falls Overland Camp - 6 adventure tents + 8 Dorms.  6 Adventure tents that can be set up as singles, twins or triples.  For 
the dorms, we have 2 x 10 bedded Dorms + 2 x 8 bedded Dorms + 4 x 6 bedded dorms.  We also have a campsite that can 
accommodate approx 50 guests.


